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Today’s Content
Leverage data to increase vehicle buying
opportunities and margin potential
Standardizing data structure for dealerships
Integrate solutions for systematic and
“programmatic” buying opportunities
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Industry Evolution
Leverage data opportunities to shift vehicle
buying patterns and grow margin potential
• Changing technology and market conditions creating
new buying strategy opportunities
• Systematic Approach - Buying strategy supported by
more complete and aggregated data models
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Critical Factors
Shift from steady digital adoption to a post COVID embrace
of digital marketplaces
Broader buying and selling channels creating room for new
and progressive strategies
More organizations offering digital marketplaces, and
streamlined digital transactions throughout the vehicle
lifecycle
Active M&A market brining new consolidation, technology
aggregation, and integrations
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Critical Factors (continued)
Data is accurate and complete enough to complement and
support the buy strategy.
Advancements across the industry now allow for heighten data
insights into specific pieces of inventory in a digitized manor
Ability to place that data in the context of a bigger picture
Tools for data handling, system monitoring and feedback
A customer who is committed to building a process
and internal controls
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Systematic and
Programmatic Buying
Requirements:
What do we need to get started?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic definitions
Data construct (built on a standard taxonomy)
Data pipeline and management tools
General system outline
Velocity to value optimization
Feedback loop
Process controls and backtesting
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Working Definitions
Systematic Buying:
A data informed buying strategy based on a doctrine of repeatability and
a known variable structure. The input variables influence the output but
the process for decisioning remains consistent and is repeatable.

Programmatic Buying:
Adds an automated element to systematic buying based on user and
system defined parameters and is designed to sit on top of a systematic
buying strategy. It adds efficiency to an established buying system.
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Working Definitions
Macrodata: Contextual aggregate information
Metadata: Information that describes other data
Microdata: Unit level data
Hypodata: Component and element level data (sub-unit)
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Buying Data Funnel:
Requirement Filters

Macro

Meta

Generalized characteristics
A systematic approach includes identifying
the filters, requirements, data sources and
tools needed at each stage.
A programmatic approach takes that system
and automates some or all of the process.

Micro
Buyers often “know” intuitively their
requirements and variable weighting factors.
Hypo
Moving to data driven buying requires
memorializing, documenting, and
standardizing this internal knowledge.
Outputs and results inform the system and
creates a feedback loop for the next iteration
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Framework
Overview
Data Informed Buying
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Macro considerations
Top Funnel: Historical buying strategy
What is currently being done

Historical margin and net vehicle category performance
Active customer demand and prior sales data
Market segment for vehicle by geography
Used vehicle registrations by geography
Historical depreciation curves

Macro

Floor plan / carrying costs
Market value reporting
Desired mix categories
Vehicle Category Strategy / Specialization

Output - Demand allocation allotments across the
inventory portfolio (Trucks, SUV’s, Full size sedans…)
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Metadata factors
Factors that describe the conditions under
which the purchase is made

Seller channels and platforms
Payment options and floor plan
Transport distance, lead times
Buy agent, date, times, location

Meta

Number of units available
Condition during acquisition, price, unit scores

Buy Standards / Customer expectations

Output - Data labels that append to specific units and
describe the condition under which it is acquired: rating,
acquisition costs, seller details, geographic
Factors that describe the inventory but are
not speciﬁc to an exact piece of inventory.

considerations.
Useful in finding trends and determining correlations.
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Microdata unit level
The specific details that describe a
singular unit.

Trim Level, Features, Milage, Color
Mechanical operating condition, Structural integrity
Engine displacement, Body condition,
Vehicle history, Prior repairs,

Mico

Tire tread depth, Paint meter readings

Reconditioning Standards / Customer expectations

Output - 2017 Silver XLE 48,482mi, 4cyl, leather, no
structural damage, no accident history, ½ dents on left
front fender, scuffs on rear bumper, tires at 2/32, check
engine light on
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Hypodata Layer:
Hypo data is one level below the unit level information
Element level data describes subsection and componentry aspects
Data that has historically been isolated from the buy process, lived further
downstream, or constituted tribal knowledge.
Several companies are advancing and bringing this next level data into the
buying process in a more meaningful way.
This is where many different opportunities for expanding and optimizing margin
potential exist
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Hypodata
Sub-unit Level Information
Reconditioning costs in time and resources as a variable
can greatly swing total revenue potential per unit.

Component Lifecycle Consideration, Vendor Lead Times
Repair hours, Labor Costs, OBDII Resets
Extended Warranty Potential, Recalibrations

Hypo

Procedures, Common Failure Points, Reconditioning
Damage Serviceability, Part Availability

Margin Expectations, Reconditioning times and costs

Output - Bid/buy/pass strategy, unit margin potential,
reconditioning lead times, cycle time projections
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Simplistic System View

Top
Funnel
Buy Strategy

System
Strategy Review

Reconditioning

Programmatic buying
accelerates navigating the
inventory capture process and
brings a degree of automation to
inventory acquisition

Merchandising

Backtest

Buy Funnel
F&I

SOLD

Inventory

Reporting
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A Shift to
Programmatic Buying:
Leverage data opportunities to shift vehicle
buying patterns and grow margin potential
• Velocity to Value Optimization
• Bring solutions to our customers
• Technology advancing our customers and the industry
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Programmatic Buying
●

Requires a mature approach to inventory

●

Defines the variables and parameters in advance

●

Saves human resources, time, and costs over traditional approaches

●

○

Scales well for inventory acquisitions at high volumes

○

Streamlines the transactions process; expectations are calibrated up front

Considers aggregate inventory acquisition optimization
○

●

Augmentation to historical approach

Parallels commodities, housing, and futures markets.
○

Note that digital exchanges bring speed but can accelerate risk
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Velocity to Value Optimization
Focusing only on buying velocity or optimization of a
subprocess can negate potential benefits
Programmatic buyers will consider the data, systems, costs,
monitoring, and internal talent partnerships needed to optimize
returns end to end on their inventory.
Opportunities for software solutions providers to streamline the
flow of data cross-platform.
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Accuracy & Speed
Formalizing a strategy: Where does it fit?

ACT

PLAN

Identify the data dependencies and
partnerships needed for success

Continuous

Defining the variables and calculated
influence to the process

Improvement

Define what success looks like up front
Fly it on paper - test the hypothesis
Backtest the results
Check and adjust

CHECK

DO
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Monitor For Success
Test the Hypothesis
Due diligence across isolated datasets.
Margin and performance vs. traditional acquisitions.
Backtesting should inform the systematic or programmatic
strategy going forward.
Validate inventory profiles at play.
Feedback and reporting on process performance.
Know the levers and change control points.

CONTINUED ANALYSIS
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Zillow Case Study
Programmatic Buying:
Recommend Zillow’s iBuying as a case study, where hyper focused
suboptimization missed a macro trend. Buy patterns didn’t adopt fast
enough to changing market conditions.

Thank You

